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Enclosed in the supplier's pack:
1 sauna oven with evaporator
1 wall fitting
1 junction-box cover
1 accessory bag with

2 PG 16 cable screw fittings
3 B 4.2 x 9.5 sheet metal screws
4 chipboard screws

1 sauna stones unit separately in cloth bag

Technical Data

Voltage: 400 V AC 3N 50 Hz
Power consumption: 6.0; 7.5; 9.0 kW depending on the
version
Evaporation capacity: 1.5 kW
Height: 760 mm with 160 mm up from the floor
Width: 450 mm
Depth: 380 mm
Stone fill: 15 kg
Leakage current: max. 0.75 mA per kW heating capacity
Sauna oven for use in a family sauna

There is a fire risk if assembled incorrectly.  Please
read these assembly instructions carefully. Take
special note of the measurement details and the
following notes.

� This device has not been designed for being used by
persons (including children) that are physically or
mentally handicapped or have sensory disabilities.
Moreover, it is not allowed to use this device without
sufficient experience and/or knowledge, unless these
persons will be supervised by persons responsible
for their security or in case they have been instructed
how to use this device.

�Children are to be supervised in order to make sure
that they do not play with this device.

�The sauna oven is intended for a connection voltage of
400 V AC 3 N via a sauna controller.

� The assembly and connection of the sauna
oven, controller and other electrical
facilities should be carried out only by a
qualified specialist, in accordance with
the compulsory protective measures
under VDE 0100 § 49 DA/6 and VDE 0100
Part 703/2006-02 §4.

� Only a Sauna oven and controller made of suitable
untreated material low in resin (e.g. Nordic spruce)
may be used in sauna booths.

� The minimum interior height of the sauna booth is
1.90 m.

� Only a sauna oven with the required heating capacity
should be assembled in the sauna booth (see Table 2).

� Ventilation and air venting must be installed in each
sauna booth. The ventilation openings must always
be positioned behind the sauna oven,. 5-10 cm above
the floor.  See Table 1 for the minimum ventilation and
air-venting measurement specifications.

� Air venting is to be positioned diagonally to the sauna
oven on the lower part of the back sauna wall. Ventila-
tion and air venting must not be closed off.  See the
instructions of your sauna booth supplier.

� One of the controllers described below should be
used for regulating or controlling the sauna oven.  This
controller should be fixed in a suitable location on the
outer wall of the sauna booth, with the associated
sensor housing in the interior of the booth, in accordance
with the assembly instructions supplied with the
controllers.

� The booth lighting and wiring must be "splash-proof"
and suitable for an ambient temperature of 140°C.
Only a VDE-tested sauna light with max. 40 watt should
be installed in connection with the sauna oven.

6,0 35 x 4 cm  *
7,5 35 x 5 cm  *
9,0 35 x 6 cm  *

Connection
capacity in kW

* or per the booth manufacturer's specifications Table 1

Min. measurements for
ventilation / venting in cm
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Table 2

� The sauna unit (sauna oven, controller, lighting, etc.)
should be connected only by a locally registered
electrical contractor using of a fixed mains connection.
All connection cables laid in the interior of the booth
must be suitable for an ambient temperature of at least
140°C (e.g. silicon cable).  If single-core cables are
used as connection cables, they must be protected by
a flexible metal tube.  For the minimum diameter of the
connection cable and the appropriate booth size in
relation to the connection capacity in kW, see Table 2.

� When assembling the sauna oven, attention must be
paid to the fact that the vertical distance between the
upper edge of the oven and the sauna roof must be at
least 90 cm, and the horizontal (lateral) distance between
the oven and the booth wall at least 4 cm (Fig. 1).  The
distance between the lower edge of the oven and the
floor must be at least 16 cm.  Special care must be taken
to ensure that the oven does not rest on the floor.
Appropriate floor coverings for the sauna area include
ceramic tiles.

� The distance between the oven protective grille and the
sauna bench or other combustible materials must be
at least 4 cm from the oven.  The height of the oven
protective grille should approximately corresponde to
the height of the front of the oven.

booth wall

oven protective
grille

4 cm

4 
cm

38
 c

m

4 cm

Fig. 1

Connection
capacity

in kW

suitable for booth size
in m³

minimum diameters in mm2 (copper cable)  connection to 380-400 V AC 3N

oven connection cable controller
to the oven

mains supply network
to the controller

Fusing
in A

6,0 approx.  6  - 10 5 x 2,5 5 x 1,52 16
7,5 approx.  8  - 12 5 x 2,5 5 x 1,52 16
9,0 approx. 10 - 14 5 x 2,5 5 x 1,52 16

Circuit diagrams
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7.5 kW when occupied
with 1.5 kW heat rods

7.5 kW when occupied
with 2.5 kW heat rods

To be used with controllers type  Econ H1, Econ H2,
EMOTEC H9003, EMOTEC HCS9003 or per the sauna-
booth manu-facturer's specifications.
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Electrical connection to the controller

Your electrical contractor will be able to carry out this work
without further clarification according to the connection
diagram shown, and according to the circuit diagram
posted in the controller in question.
Note, however, that for safety reasons, live cables must not
be laid bare on the interior walls of the booth.  Therefore,
for most sauna booths, empty tubes are already inserted
in the wall element with the air supply opening for wiring
purposes (Fig. 2).
If there are no empty tubes in your booth, drill a hole about
10-12 mm in size next to the oven, where the cables
emerge, and feed the cables through this hole outwards
to the controller (Fig. 2).  As with all other connection
cables, this cable should also be protected from damage
on the outer side of the booth (supply lead to the mains and
to the booth lighting), e.g. by being laid in installation tubes
or by applying wood covering panels.

Fig. 2

Connection box-
Distance holder

Connection clamp

Cable screwing

Wall feeding
into a blank
tube

Air supply
opening

Fig. 4

Locknut

Fig. 5

Air inlet opening
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Wall suspension

Assembly and electrical connection by an
electrical contractor

� Screw the wall bracket tight per Fig. 5 + 6 centrally over
the air inlet opening with the enclosed chipboard screws.

� Connect the connection cable per the circuit plan.  A
circuit plan (page 32) is posted on the inside of the
connection space cover.

� Close the connection box with the cover, distance
holder facing outwards.  Use 2 sheet-metal screws for
this (Fig. 3).

� Hang the sauna oven onto the wall bracket with the
receptacle slits on the back wall, and lay it against the
distance holder.  Fig. 7.

� Fix the sauna oven to the wall bracket by means of a
sheet-metal screw through the drilled hole on the back
of the oven (Fig. 8).

Air inlet opening

Fig. 6

min. 10 cm
34  cm

63
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m

Fig. 7

16
 c

m

Locking
screw

Fig. 8

Wall suspension

Fig. 3
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� Wash the supplied sauna stones thoroughly under
running water and lay them loosely in the stone container
to assure a convection current of air from the sauna (Fig.
9 + 10).

� Connect the connection cable to the 400 V AC mains
supply, in accordance with local EVU (Electricity Supply
Undertaking) and VDE (German Electrotechnological
Federation) regulations.

Fig. 9

Fig. 10

EXTREMELY IMPORTANT!

Do not pile up stones in the stone container, but
rather stack them loosely, leaving as many
spaces as possible for the hot air to pass
through.

�innish sauna operation

The evaporator is not in use in this form of operation. It is
essential to ensure that no herbs or essences remain in
the herb dish, as these could ignite due to overheating.
Add essences or infusion substances to the infusion
water only in accordance with the manufacturer's
specifications.
In the case of infusion at the end of a sauna session, for
a proper infusion effect, do not pour the water from the ladle
over the stones too quickly but allow it to evaporate.

Operation with an evaporator

The evaporator is regulated by the controller.  You will
either receive a humidity value that is regulated at the
sensor via a target-actual comparison or it is determined
by a timing signal.
Note that relative humidity values will vary greatly according
to the different temperature distribution in the booth.  The
hygrometer and controller readouts may therefore be
quite different.
Before the sauna session, check whether the water
container is empty.  Any remaining water should be drained
off.  Now fill about 4 L of water into the water container (i.e.
enough for a sauna session lasting 2-3 hours).  Regulate
the humidity at the controller.

Never add essences, ethereal oils or herbs to
the water, but rather into the herb dish on the lid
of the evaporator.

Ethereal oils released by the hot rising steam are
distributed automatically as the steam rises in the booth.
If the supply of water in the evaporator runs out, a buzzer
will sound.  If you still want to continue with your sauna
session, you can add water to the storage tank after setting
the controller for 5 minutes at "Stop" or "Finnish sauna".
The heating element in the evaporator should be left to
cool for about 5 minutes before cold water is refilled.

Never pour water onto the heating element if it
is still red hot.  Besides the risk of scalding, the
element could be damaged.

If any additions have been added to the water, the water will
usually boil excessively and produce foam.
In this case, the water must be drained off and the container
rinsed out inside with a cloth soaked in alcohol or white
spirit.  Even rather small residues of essences at the
evaporator will alter the natural structure of the water.

Important note for controllers with reheating time;
Never leave herb bags in the herb dish during the
reheating time after the humidity bath, since they
can dry out very quickly and cause a fire risk!

Descaling the evaporator

Ask your supply company about the hardness of your water
supply. Within hardness range 1 (1-7 German hardness
grades) the appliance should work smoothly with no need
for descaling.
If your water hardness is the II-IV ranges, then the
evaporator must be descaled occasionally (depending on
the hardness grade).
To do this, add a descaler for household appliances to the
water in the evaporator in accordance with the
manufacturer's specifications.  Bring the water-descaler
mixture to the boil for about 10 minutes and allow to cool.
Once it has cooled off, drain the mixture from the evaporator
and rinse out at least twice with clean water.  Also follow
the descaler manufacturer's recommendations.
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Failing to cover or properly fill the stone container
may cause a fire risk.

High temperatures during operation of the sauna
oven may cause burns if contact is made.

Risk of scalding at the steam outlet.  Essences
and herbs are to be placed in the herb dish only.

� Do not operate the sauna oven if the air inlet is closed.

� The sauna oven is not intended to be assembled in a
niche, under a sauna bench or beneath a sloping roof.

CAUTION!
For all cleaning and maintenance work, when
replacing parts or accessories or repairing any
operating faults, the appliance must be
switched off at the mains.
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Circuit diagram evaporator

If the unit is operated with a controller without a water
shortage circuit, the Wm terminal is not occupied.
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Herb dishStone basket

Steam escape

Fig. 12

Place herbs and essences into herb dish only.

A health risk cannot be excluded by the addition of aroma
substances or other additives for the air humidity.  Therefore
we advise against using these additions unless you were
specifically recommended to do so by the appliance
manufacturer.
Enjoy many relaxing hours in your sauna.

Fig. 11
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Instructions Leakage current on sauna heaters

For the installation of sauna heaters, please pay
attention to the DIN VDE 0100 part 703 !

This standard makes the following statement valid in your
newest expenditure, since February 2006, paragraph
703.412.05;

Quotation:

The additional must be planned for all electric circuits of
the Sauna by one or more fault current protection device
(RCDs) with a calculation difference stream not more
largely than 30 mA, excluded of it is Saunaheating.

The EN 60335-1 DIN VDE 0700 part 1 of January 2001
states the following in paragraph 13; quote:

The leakage current may not exceed the following values
during operation:
- for stationary heaters of protection class I 0,75 mA; or
0,75 mA each kW input of the appliance, depending on the
higher value, at a maximum value of 5 mA.

If the appliance is equipped with a protective device for
leakage current (ELCB), please pay attention to the fact
that no other electrical units will be protected by this ELCB.
Under current manufacturing methods, it is not yet possible
to produce tubular heating elements for sauna heaters
which do not attract moisture on each end from the
surrounding air.
Therefore, should the ELCB be triggered during start-up,
the electrical installation must be checked.
It is also possible that moisture from the surrounding air
has been concentrated in the magnesium-oxide filling in
the heating elements during transport or storage and is
now causing the ELCB to be triggered.
In this case, the oven must be heated up under supervision
of an expert, during which the PE conductor is not connected.
After about 10 minutes, when moisture has evaporated
from the heating elements , the oven must be reconnected
to the PE conductor!
If the sauna heater is not in use for a significant period of
time, we recommend running it every 6 weeks, so as to
avoid moisture concentrating in the heating elements.
Installation of the sauna heater and control unit may be
undertaken only by an authorized electrician. Without
documentation of such installation, a warranty is
fundamentally invalid.
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     Attention! Dear customer,

according to the valid regulations, the  electrical
connection of the sauna heater and the control box
has to be carried out through the specialist of an
authorized electric shop.
We would like to mention to the fact that in case of
a warrenty claim, you are kindly requested to present
a copy of the invoice of the executive electric shop.
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Service address:
EOS-WERKE Günther GmbH
Adolf Weiß Straße 43
35759 Driedorf-Germany
tel +49 (0) 2775 82-240
fax +49 (0) 2775 82-455
servicecenter@eos-werke.de

Guarantee

The guarantee is taken over according to the legal
regulations at present.

Manufacturer’s warrenty

- The period of warrenty starts from the date of purchase and
lasts up to 2years for commercial use and 3 years for
private use.

- Always include the completed warrenty certificate when
returning equipment.

- The warrenty expires for appliances which have been
modified without manufacturer’s explicit agreement.

- Damages caused by incorrect operation or handling
through non-authorized persons are not covered under
the terms of warranty.

- In the event of a claim, please indicate the serial number
as well as the article code number and type name with
expressive description of the fault.

- This warrenty covers damaged parts but no defects due
to wear and tear.

In case of complaint please return the equipment in its
original packaging or other suitable packaging (caution:
danger of transport damage) to our service department.
Always include the completed warrenty certificate when
returning equipment.
Possible shipping costs arising from the transport to and
from point of repair cannot be borne by us.
Outside of Germany please contact your specialist dealer
in case of warranty claims. Direct warranty processing
with our service department is in this case not possible.

Equipment start-up date:

Stamp and signature of the authorized electrician:

�
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